
Authoring Platform Version 2.2.0 - 18 April 2017 - Release 
Notes

New Features/Improvements

key summary issuelinks

Defects Corrected

key summary issuelinks

Additional Notes

This is a feature release for the International Authoring Platform, delivering enhancements to Template Based Authoring and introducing new Batch 
Authoring features. The branding and identification has changed from "SCA" to "Authoring Platform" since from this point it includes batch authoring 
views as well as single concept authoring.

Alongside these new features and improvements this release also includes some prioritised maintenance updates. In particular, please note:

This release includes APDS-121 which was originally raised as an issue on the Managed Service platform, but which also applies to 
International authoring - the fix prevents the UI automations from modifying published components when the older content breaks the latest 
conventions (such as double-spaces or certain special characters). The bug was creating a scenario where inactivating a published 
description to replace with a corrected one was creating a convention error due to the modified published one then having the same term as 
the new one.
There is a known issue when editing template-based concepts - it is possible to modify pre-populated attribute values in a template via drag 
and drop, however only the template slot(s) should be editable - this will be corrected in the next maintenance release.
The Settings and Preferences dialogue now includes an "About" section with application module information to assist version identification.

Module versions

Front-end Version 2.0.34

Back-end Version 4.11.1

Authoring Services 1.5.3 

Orchestration Service Version 1.35.0

RVF Version 1.0.3

TS Browser Version 0.19

IMS Version 1.1.1
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Traceability Service Version 1.0.5

Drools Rules Tag v1.9

SNOMED Template Service Version 1.0.3

Spellcheck Service Version 1.0.0

MRCM Version 1.8
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